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- Ian 

An important reminder: because of Thanksgiving, the next Band Dinner is on November 

14th, a week earlier than the normal schedule of the third Wednesday of the month. And 

don’t forget to RSVP for our Holiday Party on December 4th at the Menlo Circus Club. 

I had a lovely and gratifying experience last month walking through opening day of “The 

Unreal Garden”, an augmented reality space launched by our company OneDome (April 2018 

Dinner). The 10,000 sq.ft. immersive space feels like stepping into another world - strange 

plants, swimming fish, flying birds all provide a setting for other abstract visual art pieces 

made by various artists. There are plenty of rough edges but fewer than I had anticipated. 

Much like I recall the first time I surfed the internet with the Mosaic browser or operated my 

first computer mouse or had my first cell phone call, I came out of the experience feeling like 

I had “seen the future” of entertainment. Physically moving through, accompanied by friends, 

a virtual world is fundamentally different than the console games popular today. The Garden 

is open to the public at 1025 Market Street in San Francisco, a few steps from BART, and 

makes for a fun outing with friends, family, and especially children. Tickets are $22-$55 and 

you can learn more here (http://bit.ly/one-dome). On the financial front, it’s gratifying that 

OneDome just closed $3.3M from Evolve Ventures at a 25% step up to our valuation. 

Welcome to Daniel Joensen (daniel@bandangels.com) who is becoming the new chair of the 

Blockchain SiG and big big thanks to Basant Kedia for starting the SiG and continuing to 

make his office available for hosting events. In other SiG news, Bret Engelkemier 

(bret.engelkemier@bandangels.com) has joined Thomas Dittler as a co-chair of the 

AeroAstro SiG, and Wendy Kok (wendy.kok@bandangels.com) is interested in starting an 

Impact Investing SiG. Please let her know if this is something you are interested in joining. 

And finally, many of you know Craig Pritsky who assists with the administration of the Life 

Science/MedTech SiG but may not know that he is a highly accomplished sales and business 

development executive (winning various sales awards and generating millions in new 

business). Craig is looking for a new sales or biz dev opportunity (but he’ll keep helping the 

SiG, which is a passion project). While we generally don’t make such announcements, given 

Craig's contributions to us, we make an exception.  If any of you know of a sales or business 

development opportunity requiring someone with a record of success, Craig is available. He 

can be reached at (cpritsky@gmail.com) or 916.960.6637. 

As an end of year reminder, if you have worthless stock you want to convert into realized 

taxable losses to offset your gains, the Band provides the service of buying such worthless 

shares with a simple purchase agreement for $1. Contact Sonja for more information. 

This is the last Newsletter of the year, and even though we have a few more deals that will 

likely close, we can already look back with satisfaction at a busy year. We’ll have a longer 

summary of the year in January’s newsletter, but so far during 2018, we invested in 21 start-

ups: 16 new investments and 5 follow-ons that presented at Second Look.   

http://www.bandangels.com/
http://bit.ly/one-dome
mailto:daniel@bandangels.com
mailto:bret.engelkemier@bandangels.com
mailto:wendy.kok@bandangels.com
mailto:cpritsky@gmail.com
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Welcome New Members 
  

Hobert Wai is a partner at Black Tiger Capital focusing on the life science and healthcare 

sectors. He co-founded Black Tiger to invest and partner with innovators to vitalize novel 

ideas into feasible entrepreneurship. He also co-founded J.A.D.E. (Joint Association to 

Develop Entrepreneurship) to build sustainable entrepreneurship in Hong Kong and Southeast 

Asia by elevating the region’s startup ecosystem resiliency through intimate cross-pollination 

with successful entrepreneurs and capitalists. Previously, he was associate director at Becton 

Dickinson (BD) in which he was instrumental in driving the clinical business to achieve $1B 

revenue primarily through new oncology and HIV diagnostic product development. Hobert 

led multiple teams of scientists and business managers to develop and launch novel system solutions to address the 

infectious disease and oncology unmet medical needs in both developed and developing markets. He is an expert in agile 

development, business development, design control, FDA and ISO regulations, and technology development. He has 

hands-on product registration experience in all continents, excluding Antarctica, with regulatory agencies including 

FDA, CFDA, EU, and others. Before BD, Hobert worked at Bio-Rad on medical device quality systems and at Beckman 

Coulter on automated clinical assay, specialty chemistry, cellomics, proteomics, genomics, and laboratory automation 

systems. He launched 5 in vitro diagnostic (IVD) platforms, 10 IVD assay kits, 22 Analyte Specific Reagents, 8 Research 

Use Only (RUO) platforms, and 15 RUO assay kits. Dr. Wai’s effort in collaborative science advancement has resulted 

in numerous peer-reviewed scientific publications and patent issuance. He received an A.B. in Molecular Cell Biology 

from University of California, Berkeley, Ph.D. in Biological Chemistry from University of California, Irvine, and an 

MBA from The Wharton School at University of Pennsylvania. 

 

 

Armando Viteri has more than 25 years of executive management and expertise in the 

enterprise computing, software, networks, and services market. Currently, he is CEO of 

Neubloc, an outsource software development, design, and testing firm. He is also founding 

partner of Teqniksoft which focuses on AI related software development. Previously, he was 

President and CEO of RF Code, Inc., an emerging growth RFID solutions business where he 

raised Tier 1 VC financing and delivered RFID hardware and software products to market. 

He co-founded and was President of Pinpoint Corporation, the industry's first Real-Time 

Locating Systems (RTLS) company where he pioneered the use of this technology for 

mission critical applications. Before Pinpoint, he was EVP of TriTeal Corporation where he was responsible for creating 

domestic and international sales channels and infrastructure and drove the advanced Java™ development organization 

resulting in three patents. Following three private financings, he played an instrumental role in TriTeal's successful IPO 

in 1996 and secondary public offering in 1997. From 1983 to 1993 Mr. Viteri held various sales, marketing, and 

management roles with Sun Microsystems, Inc. Joining Sun during its start-up phase, during his tenure he created, 

managed, and executed many initiatives that were important in the company’s early success. Mr. Viteri has served on 

several technology company boards and variety of industry standards bodies and is an active technology angel investor. 

He is the Founding Chair of the MIT Enterprise Forum of Phoenix, Regional Chair of the MIT Educational Council and 

President of the R. Charles Thompson Fund (an MIT scholarship fund). Mr. Viteri earned a B.S. in Electrical Engineering 

from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
 

Band of Angels Calendar 
 

Deal Dinner 

6:15 PM - 9:00 PM 

Los Altos Golf & Country Club 

1560 Country Club Drive, Los Alto 

Wednesday, November 14th 

Second Look Lunch 

12:00 PM - 3:00 PM 

The Bently Reserve 

400 Sansome Street, San Francisco 

Thursday, November 15th 

Deal Screening Committee 

11:30 AM - 2:00 PM 

Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati 

650 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto 

Wednesday, December 5th 
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Lexi (Machine) Learning Engine continuously adapts 

these to user preferences.  And finally, Lexi costs 40% less 

than the competition and its innovative Lighting-as-a-

Service (LaaS) option eliminates upfront costs. 

Developed over the past 22 months on just $200K, Lexi is 

production ready across 30 hardware SKUs. Its ability to 

have so many ready SKUs is due in no small part to its 

innovative BLe Mesh & 900MHz wireless modules, 

which can be easily integrated into an LED Driver PCBA. 

Lexi recently began its marketing efforts and the results 

have been nothing short of amazing. Its Facebook Ad 

CTRs are 4.17% (nearly double the industry average of 

2.14%) and its lead generation landing page conversion 

rate is 20.52%, 8.7x the industry average of 2.35% and 

nearly double even the top decile performance of 11.35%.  

In just one month, Lexi has collected nearly 2,000 email 

addresses of excited consumers anxious for the company’s 

upcoming product launch. In the words of one of these 

consumers, “This will be the new big thing for all you 

home automation people like me”.   

 

ALLURE SYSTEMS will be presented by CEO and co-

founder Gabrielle Chou (gabrielle@alluresystems.com; 

917-789-4939). Gabrielle is an online fashion industry 

expert, an IP fashion industry attorney by background, and 

CEO and founder of two previous startups. She co-

founded the company with Computer Vision engineer 

Jeremy Chamoux, former Lead Developer at T.I. & which 

patents have been sold to QUALCOM. 

Allure’s AI-based SaaS solution cost-reduces and speeds 

fashion catalog production by eliminating need to hire 

models, photographers and production teams. Fashion 

catalog imaging is a $10B market, growing at 17% 

annually. Retailers typically spend 5% of online revenues 

producing content. Images are key to online sales, giving 

customers the confidence to buy what they can’t 

personally try-on. Despite this, many apparel retailers still 

have too few images on their product pages. Why? 

Traditional photography is no longer compatible with the  
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LEXI, the Intelligent Smart Lighting Platform, will be 

presented by founder and CEO Scott Cahill (415-510-

2483; scott@lexidevices.com). Lexi has built a complete 

platform that encompasses both hardware; bulbs, lights & 

luminaires, a hub, sensors and our own proprietary 

Bluetooth Low Energy Mesh & 900MHz wireless 

modules, as well as software; mobile apps (Android & 

iOS), a backend cloud platform for reporting & analytics, 

advanced light configuration software, an in-app 

marketplace and a machine learning engine.   

Every day 5M light bulbs are purchased in the US in a 

highly fragmented market in which the industry leader, 

Philips with revenues of $600M, owns only 1.1% of the 

consumer lighting market (which was $55B in 2017 

according to McKinsey).    

Nearly a quarter (20%) of U.S. households now own a 

smart speaker. Another 51% of consumers are interested 

in using smart home devices in the near future, with 20% 

of them very interested. In these smart homes, the top three 

device categories in order of priority are security, energy 

and lighting. However, the penetration of Smart Lighting 

into the overall consumer lighting market stands at only 

1% today. Many industry analysts, such as IoT expert 

Stacey Higginbotham, project that non-connected devices 

in these top device categories are likely to disappear 

entirely in the coming years.  That means $55B, growing 

to $73B in 2020, in consumer lighting revenues will 

transition to being Smart in the coming years. 

2019 is shaping up to be the breakout year for Smart 

Lighting, yet the industry suffers from three fundamental 

challenges - lack of interoperability, difficult configuration, 

and high cost. Lexi uniquely solves each of these 

problems. It is the first, and only, interoperable Smart 

Lighting Platform with current integrations including 

Philips Hue, LIFX & Sylvania (with more to come).  

Lexi’s Compositions software uses proprietary algorithms 

for easy configuration of lighting in any space. Users can 

also buy advanced light compositions created by 

professionals through Lexi’s in-app marketplace while its  

NOVEMBER 2018 PROGRAM 

The Deal Screening Committee met on October 31st and chose from among the 64 companies under consideration the 

following deals: LEXI, the Intelligent Smart Lighting Platform; ALLURE SYSTEMS whose AI-based SaaS solution 

cost-reduces and speeds fashion catalog production by eliminating need to hire models, photographers, and production 

teams; and HITCHECK, which has developed the first comprehensive, personalized concussion testing app anyone can 

use from a smartphone in less than 10 minutes. 
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needs of ethnically and body-type diverse customers. 

Arranging a photoshoot for teams, models and garments is 

complex and expensive. Allure combines AI-based model 

and garment virtualization and computer vision 

technologies to create stunning 3D fashion images. Each 

final image is a composite of a virtualized model and a 

virtualized garment, and is indistinguishable from a single, 

traditionally-shot image. Any model can appear to be 

wearing any garment but does not need to be physically 

present at photo shoots.  

Benefits to Allure Systems clients are: (a) 3x cheaper, 4x 

faster than traditional model photography used by brands 

and retailers; (b) produces unique images/experiences for 

each target customer personae: body shape, ethnicity, age; 

and (c) increased sales conversion and reduced garment 

returns thanks to Allure’s imaging which increases a 

buyer’s confidence in goodness of fit and style. 

Allure sells directly to brands and retailers. Field sales 

teams using solution selling techniques follow-up on 

account-based marketing generated leads. Account based 

Marketing maintain client top of mind throughout sales 

process. Its target market are hundreds of retailers and tens 

of thousands of fashion brands. Revenues include one-

time setup fees and a recurring subscription based on the 

number of images created annually.  

Allure Systems was incorporated in 2017, has currently a 

team of 40 mostly in R&D and back-end QC. Without 

existing sales dedicated team, it has signed 6 revenue-

producing clients with annual contracts ranging from 

$85K/year to $1.2 million over 3 years. Clients in the US 

include Walmart (pilot) and mid-west retail leader 

Dillard’s (annual). Its ARR at the end of 2018 will be 2.5x 

2017. 2018 revenues (90% done) are $1.2M; 2019 

revenues (60% done) are $3.2M. 

The company has previously raised $2.6M from top 

European VCs and is currently raising $2.5M to expand 

sales and marketing and hire a US sales team. Its European 

VCs will participate pro-rata. Exit strategies include 

software vendors (Adobe, SalesForce, SAP) who have 

already acquired eCommerce SaaS products (Magento, 

Hybris, Demandware) and large retailers (Amazon, 

Walmart, Alibaba) who are acquiring AR and fitting 

technologies (Onward, BodyLabs, Eye Influence). 

In September 2018, Allure won the National Retail 

Federation Shop.org “Innovation Tech Award.” 

 

HITCHECK will be presented by CEO and Co-founder, 

Mike Piha (650.269.6100; mike@hitcheck.com). Through 

its patent-pending technology, HitCheck is building the 

worlds’ largest concussion database with the aim of 

preventing concussions from impeding life skills 

development through sports and activities. The company 

developed the first comprehensive, personalized 

concussion testing app anyone can use from a smartphone 

in less than 10 minutes.  

Concussions are a public health crisis. Despite growing 

awareness, more than 2.5M cases go undetected each year 

in the US alone, leaving them vulnerable to Second Impact 

Syndrome and other life-altering health risks. The 

problem is, concussions are difficult to detect with the 

naked eye, even by a qualified medical professional; and 

the majority of cases occur in places without access to 

someone who can properly diagnose them. Additionally, 

data on their dynamic causes and impact is significantly 

lacking. As a result, 2B active people worldwide, and the 

organizations that serve them, are unprepared—using 

inadequate testing methods and limited data—to make 

critical health decisions. 

HitCheck solves this problem by delivering the most 

comprehensive, personalized, on-field cognitive 

evaluation anyone can use from a smartphone. Developed 

by sports medicine physician Dr. Jake Benford drawing on 

decades of medical research and his own experience 

working with thousands of professional, collegiate and 

sports athletes, HitCheck translates prevailing concussion 

testing methods into a fast, fun game-like smartphone test 

anyone can administer. Through baseline, post-injury and 

recovery testing, HitCheck measures 9 brain functions 

medically proven to be impacted by concussions, 

highlights changes that may be cause for concern and 

creates an individualized record of every users’ brain 

health.  HitCheck’s team management features and user 

performance reports make it easy for organizations of all 

sizes to test and monitor their populations’ brain health 

overtime.  

Since HitCheck’s beta launch in August 2017, the 

company has secured 100K+ paid registered users across 

17 sports in the US & Canada, including youth, high 

school, college and pro/elite athletes through B2B 

enterprise sales. Top clients include Olympic development 

teams, school districts with 14+ high schools & youth 

league chapters with nationwide networks. HitCheck also 

. 
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CNOTE received investment from the Band of Angels 

Acorn Fund and 8 Band members, including Phil Strause 

who is a Board Observer. The company is a high-growth 

fintech startup led by former Charles Schwab Managing 

Director Catherine Berman (cat@mycnote.com; 415-810-

3456). Addressing the $1T cash market, CNote creates 

competitive cash alternatives with a 30x better return, no 

fees and positive social impact. Named "Top Innovation 

in Fintech" by SXSW, CNote is experiencing >20% MoM 

growth, hosts over $18M on its platform and has secured 

10 key B2B clients in less than 12 months. 

Cash is an often-overlooked market opportunity worth 

over a trillion dollars. Despite several rate hikes, 

traditional banks still average .09% return on cash. CNote 

is delivering a suite of new investment products that 

provide a competitive return on cash without fees or 

penalties, and with a positive social impact. CNote 

currently has two competitive products: a 2.5% cash 

alternative, a 4% fixed income product, and is currently 

work on an Opportunity Zone product.  

The company is able to deliver this suite of new, 

competitive yield products because it has successfully 

unlocked a proven asset class, CDFIs, previously reserved 

for large banks and foundations. CDFIs are U.S. Treasury 

Department certified community lenders whose core 

mission is to serve underserved segments like women and 

minorities. CDFIs have been a proven asset class for over 

20 years, are used by every major U.S. bank, and 

outperformed FDIC institutions in the last recession. 

Despite their strong financial performance and positive 

social impact, CDFIs have flown under the radar for 20+ 

years because of myriad structural, legal and technology 

hurdles, preventing everyday investors and asset managers 

from accessing this proven asset class. 

CNote is now the only company to unlock CDFIs at scale 

through its four proprietary technologies and the only 

company to receive SEC qualification to deliver these 

competitive products to the mass market. The firm is also 

uniquely positioned to take advantage of Opportunity 

Zone investment opportunities, including product 

development and distribution.   

CNote is primarily a B2B business, focusing on 3 key 

segments: Donor Advised Funds, Socially Responsible 

Investing, and the CRA Bank Allocation Industry – these 

represent a $400B+ market opportunity. CNote has closed 

10 deals in these 3 areas in less than 12 months. It also 

conducted a successful B2C proof of concept launch in 

2017 and to date has over 1,000 users. Over 30% of CNote 

customers have returned to invest more money into 

CNote.  

The management team includes CEO Catherine Berman, 

a 3x entrepreneur and former Managing Director at 

Charles Schwab, COO Yuliya Tarasava who co-led a 

$10B risk-management function, and VP of Engineering 

Jared Casner with expertise in security, AI and machine 

learning.  

CNote’s exit strategy focuses on banks and asset 

managers, two of their current partners and clients. CNote 

was recently selected by MasterCard to join its exclusive 

global incubation program. This is a strategic win with exit 

in mind, as MasterCard will be helping CNote move faster 

on bank introductions, pilots and scale efforts.  

 

secured a research contract with the US Military (DoD) 

with an opportunity to become the US Military standard. 

The company’s YoY customer renewal rate is 95% with 

all large (50+ team) clients matching or expanding their 

2017 commitments. 

By making world-class concussion screening accessible to 

everyone, HitCheck will empower millions of active            

. 

 

people and the organizations that serve them to take charge 

of their own brain health and, ultimately, save lives. 

HitCheck’s unique accessibility will also accelerate global 

data collection and open doors to expedite research and 

advancement in diagnosis, healthcare, protective 

equipment, safety protocols, performance tracking and 

more to save lives. 
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“SECOND LOOK”  
The “Second Look” Lunch will be on Thursday, November 15th from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM at The Bently Reserve (400 

Sansome Street, San Francisco). In addition to Lexi, Allure Systems, and HitCheck we will hear an update from Band 

portfolio company CNote (January 2018 Dinner) that is currently fundraising. 

 

   

To attend any Band events,  

please RSVP to:  

650.695.0400 or 

BandHQ@bandangels.com  

mailto:cat@mycnote.com
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Special Interest Group (SiG) Updates 
Accelerators: Over the past 2 years since the start of the Accelerators SiG, we have developed a better understanding 

of the Bay Area accelerator landscape through the Band members’ enthusiastic participation and proactive outreach. 

Based on our collective experiences in this journey, we have narrowed down the list of Band’s “active network” of 

accelerators (http://bit.ly/acceleratorsSiG). Big thanks to Sanjiv Taneja (sanjiv@bandangels.com) for starting and 

leading the Accelerators SiG. Moving forward, while Sanjiv will remain the chair as he previously announced we’d like 

to implement a working model where we have a “relationship owner” for each of these accelerators. The relationship 

owner is expected to set up office hours with their partner accelerator and nurture the partnership through active 

participation of SiG members in Demo Day/Investor Day and similar events to identify promising startups. Thanks to 

those members that volunteered to be “relationship owners”. They are also included in the list. 

AeroAstro: Bret Engelkemier (bret.engelkemier@bandangels.com) has joined Thomas Dittler as a co-chair of the 

AeroAstro SiG (dittler@bandangels.com). 

AgFood Tech: will meet on Monday, November 12th from 11:00 AM to 2:30 PM at Carr & Ferrell (120 Constitution 

Dr, Menlo Park). Contact: Jaleh Daie (jdaie@bandangels.com). 

Blockchain: will meet on Monday, November 26th from 2:00 PM to 4:30 PM with Jon Feldhammer, who is a tax, trust, 

and blockchain attorney at his office Perkins Coie (505 Howard St, Ste 1000, San Francisco). Contact: Daniel Joensen 

(daniel@bandangels.com).  

Impact Investing: Wendy Kok (wendy.kok@bandangels.com) is interested in starting an Impact Investing SiG for 

startups that generate both social change and a return on capital. Please let her know if you are interested in participating. 

Life Science/MedTech: will meet on Wednesday, November 14th from 11:00 AM to 2:00 PM at Carr & Ferrell (120 

Constitution Dr, Menlo Park). Contact: Craig Pritsky (cpritsky@bandangels.com), as well as the SiG chairs Mike Bates 

(mbates@gmail.com) and Rich Juelis (juelis@sbcglobal.net). 

VC: will meet on Tuesday, November 13th from 11:30 AM to 2:00 PM at TechCode (1172 Castro St, Mountain View) 

with Ankit Jain from Gradient Ventures. Contact: Jack Guedj (jackpguedj@bandangels.com) and Bill Loesch 

(bill@loeschmail.com).  

Portfolio Company Updates 
Shyft, formerly Crater, (January 2017 Dinner) is raising a $1M convertible note. Key Metrics: $7.8M GSV Run Rate 

(Demand) - 50% MOM Growth; $2.4M Net Run Rate (Supply) - 80% YOY Growth; 300 Moving Companies in 85 

countries; 30+ Corporate clients including Amazon, eBay, and Oracle. Shyft previously raised $3.9M Seed round led 

by Ocean Azul, NFX Guild, Keiretsu Forum, North Bay Angels, and Band of Angels. Shyft’s technology helps moving 

and relocation companies book more moves, increase conversions, and deliver exceptional customer experience. 

Contact: Shyft CEO Alex Alpert (alex@shyftmoving.com).  

Playfull (May 2018 Dinner) has partnered nationally with Grubhub and MTG is interested in leading a $2.5M Seed 

Round at a $10M valuation, resulting in over 1.5X valuation increase for the SAFE holders. Playfull is a mobile 

marketing platform that is disrupting standard quick-service restaurant engagement. Please contact Band sponsor Irina 

Meyer (irina@snow2magic.com) if you’d like to participate in the priced round, it will be very tight.  
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BAND OF ANGELS ANNUAL HOLIDAY PARTY  
  

PLEASE JOIN US AS WE CELEBRATE THE SEASON 

ON TUESDAY, THE FOURTH OF DECEMBER 

FROM SIX O’CLOCK TO NINE O’CLOCK  
  

MENLO CIRCUS CLUB - 190 PARK LANE, ATHERTON, CA 

RSVP: MEMBER PLUS ONE (HTTP://BIT.LY/2018-HOLIDAY-PARTY)  

FESTIVE ATTIRE. HEAVY HORS D’OEUVRES BUFFET 

  

HOLIDAY 

http://bit.ly/acceleratorsSiG
mailto:sanjiv@bandangels.com
mailto:bret.engelkemier@bandangels.com
mailto:dittler@bandangels.com
mailto:jdaie@bandangels.com
mailto:daniel@bandangels.com
mailto:wendy.kok@bandangels.com
mailto:cpritsky@bandangels.com
mailto:mbates@gmail.com
mailto:juelis@sbcglobal.net
mailto:jackpguedj@bandangels.com
mailto:bill@loeschmail.com
mailto:alex@shyftmoving.com
mailto:irina@snow2magic.com
http://bit.ly/2018-Holiday-Party

